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• Classical 

cosmological 

evolution 

emerges

• through a 

dS-like phase 

of inflation.

• Fluctuations 

are initially 

small, 

• giving rise to 

a physical 

arrow of 

time.

[Hartle, Hawking, TH, 2008] 



[Planck 2018 results: Constraints on inflation, 1807.06211]
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A Prior for Planck? 

• From wave function to observables

• Observables must be observed

• Saddle point form only an approximation 

→ Can the no-boundary theory be refined -> its predictions strengthened?
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Saddle selection 

Kontsevich- Segal: consider only those (complex) saddle 

backgrounds on which an arbitrary QFT can be defined  

[2105.10161]

Witten: elevate this to a selection principle of saddles in 

gravitational path integrals [2111.06514]  

Some evidence: the criterion eliminates pathological wormholes 

but allows e.g. for complexified Kerr
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Kontsevich- Segal: consider only those (complex) saddle 

backgrounds on which an arbitrary QFT can be defined  

[2105.10161]

Witten: elevate this to a selection principle of saddles in 

gravitational path integrals [2111.06514]  

Some evidence: the criterion eliminates pathological wormholes 

but allows e.g. for complexified Kerr

Do all no-boundary saddles that describe 

the origin of inflation satisfy the KSW criterion?
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Saddle selection 

What can go wrong?

→The KS(W)-criterion selects those no-boundary saddles 

in which the universe emerges on a concave patch of the 

scalar slow-roll potential. 



Observational implications
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• Quid eternal inflation? 

• This result resonates with swampland mantra.. 

• Quid Quintessence? 
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[Hartle, TH ’11; Harlow, Stanford ‘11]de Sitter entropy
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Digression: saddles with sources

Deformed 
sphere

Lorentzian
inflation

Complex EAdS
domain wall

[Hartle, TH ’11]



• AdS/CFT EAdS4 x S7 : 

• Conjecture:

de Sitter entropy: microscopics
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• Leading term matches !

• Q: What about quantum corrections? 

de Sitter entropy: microscopics

• AdS/CFT EAdS4 x S7 : 

Quid bulk?

• Log correction → one-loop det. in 11d Eucl SUGRA on

[Bhattacharyya, Grassi, Marino, Sen ’12] 

• Leading correction → higher-derivative terms.  Match !



[Bhattacharyya, Grassi, Marino, Sen ‘12] `11d quantm supergravity’

• Consider 11d Euclidean SUGRA on

• One-loop determinants generate log corrections to the free energy  

• Odd dimensions: only zero modes contribute

• Massless 11d fields: metric, gravitino and three-form

• Ghosts are important!

• Metric and gravitino have no zero mode because S4 is compact. 

• Logarithmic correction due to a p-form:

• →
v
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• But, being given by a (QFT) path integral,  the microscopic entropy
does represent some  sort of measure of degrees of freedom.
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Quantum cosmology on the (deformed) sphere?

?

Observables ~
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mechanically, i.e. data with a probability pH (D) to occur in any H-volume 
Where pH is determined by the wave function itself (for fluctuations).           
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Conditional probabilities

Consider P(N|D) for given boundary data D, treated quantum 
mechanically, i.e. data with a probability pH (D) to occur in any H-volume 
Where pH is determined by the wave function itself (for fluctuations).           

DATA

This distribution exhibits a Page-like transition at the threshold of 
eternal inflation, where a new saddle becomes dominant.

-> large amount of inflation 

Conditioned on lots of data D:



No-boundary prior

→minimum amount of inflation



No-boundary prior 2.0
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